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The Poetic 

Expression of a 

Political Man
Ibrahim Nasrallah introduces 

Diwani, a collection of poems 

by Ahmad Hilmi Abdelbaqi 

(1882-1963)

This essay was written by poet and novelist 

Ibrahim Nasrallah as the introduction to 

Ahmad Hilmi Abdelbaqi’s posthumous 

collection of poetry entitled Diwani. As the 

editor of the collection, Nasrallah divides 

Ahmad Hilmi’s poems into two parts: 

contemplations and invocations [ta’amulat 

wa ibtihalat]. Within each part, the poems 

are grouped in alphabetical order according 

to the final letter of the verse (as is standard 

in Arabic poetry). The poems are written as 

rubaiyat [quatrains] of four verses, which are 

displayed on two lines. The collection totals 

421 pages and includes the introduction 

essay by Nasrallah, which has been excerpted 

here.1

Researchers and historians concur on the 

important political and economic role 

Ahmad Hilmi Abdelbaqi played in the 

Palestinian struggle from the 1920s onward. 

He maintained a significant presence 

at Palestinian political and economic 

gatherings that aimed at maintaining the 

Arabness of Palestine and defending 

the country. In this article we cast light 

on another part of his character that has 

Ahmad Hilmi Abdelbaqi stands in the center 

front row, with other members of the Arab Higher 

Committee. Source: Before Their Diaspora.
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remained largely unknown until the present publication of his poems - that of Ahmad 

Hilmi, the poet, a bountiful and gifted mind expressing itself in verse. 

His Life

Ahmad Hilmi was born in 1882 and finished his education in the towns of Nablus 

and Tulkarem. ‘Ajaj Nuwayhid, a friend and contemporary, described this period of 

Ahmad Hilmi’s life: 

He received his early education at the hands of religious 

sheikhs; [they were] undoubtedly religious studies. His 

teacher in Tulkarem was the ‘allamah Sheikh Saeed al-Karmi, 

a graduate of Azhar University and a contemporary of Jamal 

Eddin al-Afghani in Egypt. Karmi was one of a group brought 

before the military court of the tyrannical Ottoman ruler Jamal 

Basha in Aleih at the beginning of war [World War I]. A death 

sentence was decreed on al-Karmi but later mitigated to a life 

imprisonment in the Damascus Castle due to his old age.

Early in his adult life, Ahmad Hilmi worked for the Agricultural Bank in Nablus; later 

he assumed prominent public roles in the military, economic institutions and political 

life in Iraq, Syria and Jordan. The Arab world that Ahmad Hilmi lived in at this time 

shared one geographic, political and social vision, an echo of the unifying nationalistic 

movement that pervaded the region and that called on Arabs to struggle together 

against colonialism.

During the First World War, Ahmad Hilmi led a troop of volunteers alongside the 

Turkish forces in the “Ammara” governorate, where he reportedly captured the British 

War Secretary General Townsend. In 1919-1920, Ahmad Hilmi was appointed general 

director at the Ministry of Finance when Prince Faisal bin Hussein’s government 

controlled Syria. He became, during Faisal’s rule, one of the pillars of the Arab 

Independence Party, the public face of the secret Young Arab Society. Following the 

French occupation of Syria, Ahmad Hilmi moved to Amman as finance consultant 

(equivalent to minister today). Sharif Hussein bin Ali also appointed him overseer 

of the Hijaz Railroad and then designated him representative of the Hijaz Kingdom 

at the Public Debt Conference, organized by the states that were newly independent 

from Turkish rule, which held conferences in Istanbul, Geneva, and London in the first 

three months of 1925.2 After these conferences, the British authorities accused Ahmad 

Hilmi of inciting resistance against the French mandate over Syria and exiled him to 

the Hijaz with a number of other nationalists; soon thereafter he moved to Cairo. This 

period of Ahmad Hilmi’s life formed and developed his experiences in a number of 

active nationalistic arenas, in particular his ideas about liberation and self awareness, 

which clashed with the new European colonialist venture being built on the ruins of 

the Ottoman Empire.
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His stay in Cairo was short-lived as 

he moved to Palestine again in 1926 

at the invitation of the Mufti al-Haj 

Amin al-Husseini, head of the Islamic 

Higher Council. Until 1930, he worked 

as the General Overseer of the Awqaf 

[charitable endowments], where he 

put in order the affairs of al-Haram 

al-Qudsi, increasing the number of 

charitable foundations and participating 

in the Islamic Conference of 1931 as 

representative for Jerusalem. Ahmad 

Hilmi’s return to Palestine in 1926 

marked a new period in his life, one full 

of intense and continuous struggles until 

his eventual death in 1963 in the town 

of Souq al-Gharb in Lebanon. He was 

buried in Jerusalem in al-Haram al-Sharif. 

This era of his life witnessed the Palestinian struggle for recognition and national 

independence against Britain and Zionism. When the al-Buraq/Wailing Wall revolt 

exploded in 1929, the Islamic Higher Council took on the religious and political role 

of protecting Muslim rights to al-Buraq/the Wailing Wall.3 Ahmad Hilmi found among 

his duties the need to address the social requirements that arose from the conflict. He 

formed the Central Committee for Victim’s Aid in Palestine [al-Lajna al-Markiziya 

li-I’nayat al-Mankubeen fi Filastin]4, which came into being on 5 September with the 

stated reason for its founding being the recent harassment and attacks of Palestinians 

by Zionists, which had left Palestinian women, children, elderly men vulnerable 

and without shelter, support or ability to generate income. The Committee included 

political personalities, as well as businessmen, one of whom was Abdul Hamid 

Shoman.5 In 1930 Shoman and Ahmad Hilmi together established the Arab Bank [al-

Bank al-‘Arabi]. 6 Ahmad Hilmi was appointed Chairman of the Board and served 

until 1942, when he left to establish the Agriculture Bank [al-Bank al-Zira’i] to give 

agricultural loans to Palestinian peasants, and later the Arab Nation Bank [Bank al-

Umma al-‘Arabiya], and the Nation Fund Company [Sharikat Sanduq al-Umma] 

with the goal of saving Arab land from Zionist buyers. There was wide appreciation 

for Ahmad Hilmi’s land fund idea. Musa Kazim al-Husseini stated that it is “the first 

practical project taking place in the country, one that our lives depend on. … The truth 

be said, our cause depends on preserving our land in our hands.”7

Ahmad Hilmi’s scope of nationalist and economic accomplishments continued to grow 

and he was elected Chairman of the Jerusalem Chamber of Commerce and head of 

the Salahiya Charitable Organization which established an institute for the orphaned 

children of martyrs entitled ‘Ma’had Abna’ al-Umma li-Iwa’ Abna’ al-Shuhada’’.8 

An early ad for the Arab Bank, founded by 

Abdelbaqi and Abdul Hamid Shoman. 

Source: Before Their Diaspora.

The ARAB BANK Ltd.
   

  It is the first ARAB BANK established in Palestine with Capital purely 

subscribed by Arabs, and it is altogether managed by Arab hands. It enjoyed 

the utmost confidence and success owing to the co-operation of the Arab 

Nationalists both at Home and in America. Its customers were multiplied in 

number; and it established two branches, one in Jaffa and the other in Haifa, 

while a third branch will be shortly established at Amman.

  The Bank receives short term and long term deposits; with a high rate of 

interest. It gives credit on commercial and financial papers. It discounts 

Commercial Bills whether they are sight or time drafts. It accepts Promissory 

Notes on collection and issues Inland and Foreign Checks. It buyes Financial 

Papers and different Notes of the Foreign currencies. In general it performs all 

the Banking Business.

  Its moto in its work, has always been, Righteousness, faithfulness, and 

sincerity. Its stimulus is work and perserverence. 

  We, therefore request every Arab and Nationalist to serve his country by 

dealing with this Bank and co-operating with it for Nations are never built 

without Co-operation.
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In 1932, Zionists set up a trade expo in Tel Aviv, but failed to convince Palestinian 

organizations to participate. Not only did Palestinians reject repeated Jewish 

invitations and overtures, but they also went on to organize a competing expo in 

Jerusalem. The Expo Company headed by Ahmad Hilmi was launched as a public 

shareholding corporation to manage trade shows. The first expo was inaugurated at 

the Palace Hotel on 8 July 1933 and was a resounding success across the Arab world 

as an elaborate display of best-quality products from Palestine, Syria, Egypt and 

Lebanon. It also expressed the Arab spirit of the times through pictures of the martyrs 

of the Greater Syrian Revolt. The High Commissioner of the British Mandate, Arthur 

Wauchope, was not formally invited, although it is said that he attended on his own 

initiative.9

The turmoil of the 1930s saw Ahmad Hilmi taking a larger role in Palestinian politics. 

Historian Muhammad ‘Izzat Darwazeh wrote about Ahmad Hilmi: 

When the decision was taken to establish an Arab Higher 

Committee [al-Lajna al-‘Arabiya al-‘Uliya] to oversee the 

long Palestinian strike of 1936, Ahmad Hilmi Abdelbaqi 

joined, becoming one of its steadier and stronger hands. When 

Andrews, the Mandate ruler of Nazareth, was assassinated 

and signs of the Palestinian Revolt were spreading, the 

Mandate authorities arrested Ahmad Hilmi along with the 

other members of the Higher Arab Committee and exiled 

them to the Seychelles (volcanic islands in the Indian Ocean). 

Ahmad Hilmi was in exile for 20 months until the Mandate 

government pardoned him along with associates (Dr. Hussein 

al-Khalidi, Yacoub Ghussein, Fouad Saba, Rashid al-Haj 

Ibrahim) as a result of pressures exerted by the Arab Revolt 

and the Higher Arab Council.10

In 1946, the Higher Arab Council [al-Haya’ al-Arabiya al-‘Uliya] was created by the 

Council of the Arab League and Ahmad Hilmi was elected as a board member. But 

these were times when Jewish militias were terrorizing and attacking Palestinians 

with increasing violence. The members of the Higher Arab Council were mostly 

living outside of Palestine, and only a few others were tied to the Jihad al-Muqaddis 

operating between Jaffa and Jerusalem. Inside Palestine, Ahmad Hilmi became solely 

in charge, with his friend Dr. Hussein Fakhri al-Khalidi lending him support. After the 

massacre at Deir Yassin, Dr. al-Khalidi also left the country to publicize worldwide 

the crimes being committed against Palestinian civilians. When the Zionists seized the 

Baqa’a neighbourhood in Jerusalem, Ahmad Hilmi was forced to relocate to the Old 

City and established his base in the Dar al-Aytam orphanage, acting as a leader in the 

defence of Jerusalem against many waves of attacks by Zionists.11

On the 23rd of June 1948, following the Zionist occupation of Palestine, the Council 

of the Arab League elected Ahmad Hilmi as prime-minister of a newly-conceived 
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All-Palestine Government [Hukumat ‘Umum Filastin]. On the immediate declaration 

of the establishment of the All-Palestine Government on 23 September 1948, Ahmad 

Hilmi sent a memo to the Secretary General of the Arab League and the Arab 

governments: 

It is my honour to relay to you that in consideration of the 

Palestinians’ natural right for determining the course of 

their destiny, and based on the resolutions of the Political 

Committee and its deliberations, it was decided that an 

announcement be made stating that all of Palestine, within its 

known borders before the end of the British Mandate over it, 

is to become an independent state ruled by a body called the 

All-Palestine Government on a democratic basis.

On 30 September, 1948 in Gaza, the National Council, which was comprised of public 

personalities and representative committees, granted the new Palestine Government its 

vote of confidence.12 The subsequent political developments prevented an embryonic 

government from achieving its goals, and Ahmad Hilmi moved to Cairo to represent 

Palestine at the Arab League. He stayed there until he passed away in 1963. The 

Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) replaced the All-Palestine Government, and 

opened a new chapter in the Palestinian struggle. 

Palestinian and Arab political and social circles were genuinely appreciative of the 

personal and more general role Ahmad Hilmi played in the struggle against colonial 

and Zionist aggression. They sympathized with his call for establishing a Palestinian 

state with his person at the helm. 

While the political, economic and military roles that Ahmad Hilmi played formed his 

person and experiences, we know more about his character and personality from his 

friends. ‘Ajaj Nuwayhi paints with his pen a clear portrait of Ahmad Hilmi, the poet, a 

friend he knew closely: 

…upright in stature and ever a notable presence, fair-

complexioned with an imposing old-world military moustache 

and his ever-present fez; always meticulously composed in 

suits as if he’d never left his role as leader of the volunteers 

brigade in Iraq during the first civilian war. He comes upon 

you with a firm gait and an inviting smile, tender in his 

salutations and sincere in his regards for you, your family, 

your friends and your work. You are soon absorbed by his witty 

dialogue and his poise. If you were to meet him in an informal 

setting, and offered a good joke, he’d praise your good sense 

of humour, rejoicing with profound and worthy remarks of his 

own. His intellect is that of depth and he never prolongs his 

speech. If you were to meet him today, you’re sure to note the 
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presence of an exceptional being, one of sophistication and 

rank, a character manifesting leadership, valour and political 

acumen; indeed a man of letters and poetry.13 

Nuwayhid makes clear that much of Ahmad Hilmi’s cultured sensibilities and etiquette 

come from his educational background:

Ahmad Hilmi finished his schooling and mastered the Arabic 

language, reciting by heart the Quran, and memorizing many 

of the Prophet’s sayings [ahadith sharifah], old prized Arabic 

manuscripts, poetry and prose. He was also cultured in a 

selection of stories, aphorisms, anecdotes, wit and comedy. 

His collection of anecdotes he told grew over time and his 

gatherings were filled with amusing stories. Following his 

teacher Karmi’s advice, he imbibed in and memorized the 

best of Arabic poetry, which awakened his creativity and 

resulted in his writing exceptional poetry. He also possessed 

a fine hand at Arabic calligraphy at a time when beautiful 

handwriting was something scholars and artists aspired to. 

It is said that two persons approached Arabic calligraphy 

purely for its aesthetic mastery. They were Prince Shakib 

Arsalan who derived his style from al-Naskh style, and Ahmad 

Hilmi Basha, who chose the common Ruqa’i style which was 

dominant in Ottoman diwans. If a hundred letter bags were 

to be emptied and shuffled up, and you were asked who wrote 

this and who wrote that, it was clear that you could answer: 

this is Prince Shakib’s and that is Ahmad Hilmi’s!14

The reader of Ahmad Hilmi’s poetry will see that his poetic knowledge found its 

inspiration in old Arabic poetry.15 Other strong influences on his poetic compositions 

were popular proverbs and aphorisms which are beautifully woven into Ahmad 

Hilmi’s quatrains [ruba’yat].16 He used his poetry as a vehicle to express many of the 

values that he believed in, as will be discussed more below. The following quatrain 

pleads for conciseness and clarity, a quality that Ahmad Hilmi valued within himself, 

it seems, as well as in others.

If you want to speak, be brief and don’t prolong your words

For prolonging them sickens your expressions

The best words are succinct and articulate

If you do that, you will communicate your thoughts 

In spite of the massive number of poetic compositions in the volume, we find that it 

was not Hilmi’s poetry that brought him attention. His multi-layered career in military, 

political and economic capacities, and his calculated distance from petty political 

scuffles among Palestinian factions, qualified him for a leadership position during 
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these stormy times. His exemplary role in defending Jerusalem during the 1948 War 

was the highlight of his long career and the accomplishment that brought him to the 

attention of most Arab leaders.17 We are hoping that this volume brings to light his 

literary accomplishments, as well.

Ahmad Hilmi, the Poet

After just a few moments of flipping through the pages of Ahmad Hilmi’s Diwani 

collection, it became apparent to me that I was reading the work of a unique poet of 

great ability, and his poems expressed a new flavour, one different from the verse of 

the first half of the twentieth century in Palestine and the Arab world. Essentially, 

Ahmad Hilmi was devoted to a single form, which he continually wrote in - the short 

poem [qasida] also called a ruba’iya or quatrain, which consists of four verses within 

two lines. We have limited evidence that he also wrote longer poems [qasa’id]: ‘Ajaj 

Nuwayhid refers to Ahmad Hilmi’s participation in the battles of World War I in Iraq 

when he was 36 years old, and Nuwayhid mentions that “the descriptions of battles 

resounding and echoing in his poems [qasa’id] from that time.” Unfortunately, these 

poems were not among his papers, a group of documents which in total comprise more 

works than the lifetime writings of any other Palestinian poet. 

The only qasa’id which are among his papers were written later in his life, when 

he was exiled to the Seychelles Islands by the British Mandate Authority and found 

himself having to adjust to different rhythms of life. These are only a few poems, 

a small part of his collected work, and they revolve around two chosen themes: 

1) description, as he found himself face to face with a different environment and 

landscape which required a new vocabulary for trees, birds, and weather; and 2) 

affection [haneen], which seems to be the ideal way to move the poet’s mind and 

sentiments away from his exile and back to his homeland. An example of this type of 

poem will be discussed below.

We estimate that Ahmad Hilmi began writing in the quatrain form in the 1930s and 

used it until his death. The quatrain would have been known to a poet such as Ahmad 

Hilmi, and his poems contain references to his rich and varied knowledge of Arabic 

poetry.18 The quatrain was a Persian form that was transmitted into Arabic and used 

systematically beginning in the fifth century of the hijra (twelfth century CE) around 

the time that Omar al-Khayyam was writing his most famous of Persian rubaiyat 

verses. Kamal Abu Deeb writes that the ruba’iya form developed and enriched the 

Arabic poetic tradition and offered new poetic opportunities, just as it did upon 

entering the Persian poetic canon.19 The quatrain reached its climax in the twentieth 

century with the translations of the Rubaiyat of Omar al-Khayyam gaining widespread 

popularity. Dr. Yusif Bakkar mentions more than sixty different Arabic poetic and 

prose translations of al-Khayyam’s Rubaiyat.20 Additionally, Ahmad Hilmi may have 

read quatrains of al-Khayyam and others in various languages, such as Turkish. He 
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utilizes most often the AABA and AAAA 

and ABCB rhyme schemes.

Ahmad Hilmi’s quatrains often express 

an idea or a thought in the first verse that 

is completed by the final verse, tying 

them together through vivid imagery and 

unexpected turns of phrase. In Ahmad 

Hilmi’s work, the complexity and beauty 

of the language, in addition to the ideas 

he expresses, typify the highest standards 

of rubai’yat. He uses common features 

of classical Arabic poetry like word 

echoing, word anticipation, and word 

inversion, all of which refer to the use 

of the same or similar word appearing 

in some form in nearby verses. Ahmad 

Hilmi also uses language that recalls the 

older poetry he knew so well. He dealt 

with many subjects and in this essay 

we explore but a few: the experience 

of writing, longing, death, and dignity. 

In reading his verses, it is clear that the 

rubai’yat served as a refuge for him 

to express his concerns and troubles, 

and they provided a figurative form through which he could express the emotions 

generated through his sharp consciousness of the injustices created in the Palestinian 

struggle with British colonization and the Zionist assault on Palestine. It was as if 

poetry lessened the burden and difficulties of that reality, since he could express 

himself freely through it and play with the complexity of expressing himself in those 

two lines within a constraining meter and rhyme.

 

I drew poetry out of the treasures of my breast

Like luminous planets casting wisdom on life’s journeys

Many a difficult problem challenged my understanding

But was illuminated by what my pen writes

When we read about Ahmad Hilmi’s life and its echoes in the writings of his 

contemporaries about him, we can see that he equated politics with nationalistic 

endeavours, and homeland with humanity. This humanistic approach to nationalist 

politics is very different than the idea we have of the traditional Palestinian political 

leadership which has been disparaged in poetry, prose, and history texts. As Ghassan 

Kanafani said in his book about the Palestinian Revolt of 1936, “Those who lead, 

don’t fight; and those who fight, don’t lead.”21

The Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam was one of 

the works of Arabic literature which influenced 

Ahmad Hilmi’s own quatrain poetry.
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The experience of Ahmad Hilmi, as one who tried to defend truth by both leading 

and fighting, bridges the gap between those who lead and those who do not. At times 

Ahmad Hilmi chose to defend truth through economic projects that stood in the 

face of Zionist campaigns to acquire Palestinian land, projects which helped protect 

Palestinian landowners and peasants. Furthermore, his significant role in the direct 

defence of the city of Jerusalem - it was those who protected it that formed the main 

obstacle between the Zionists and their occupation of Jerusalem in its entirety in 1948. 

But what does this all mean when we are talking about the experience of a poet, 

any poet, and his artistic choices and spiritual concerns? For Ahmad Hilmi, and 

perhaps others, it points implicitly to a great engulfing awareness of the impending 

dangers facing Palestine and Palestinians. It meant that he had a realistic and painful 

consciousness of the reality of the situation and the isolation of the Palestinians in the 

face of the enemy. And as events on the ground changed, his poetry became a shelter 

to protect his soul, providing him with a small amount of breathing space to ensure 

his safety and for him to face the future. Hence I suggest that we see in his writing a 

spiritual exercise that is closer in nature to prayer. 

In times of trouble, my true friend and intimate is my pen

By God, how faithful is the pen during trouble

I point it wherever and however I please, right or left

And it sparks my thoughts and drips into my heart.

But even that which he relies on can also betray him:

The pen tires of what I tell it to write

Don’t you see that it disappears from sight?

The pen adopts darkness as a cover for its escape

I exhaust it nightly only to have it disappear in the daytime.

If we accept writing for him as a spiritual and soul-bearing act, we can perhaps 

understand his reluctance to publish his poetry; or alternatively, we can imagine that 

not publishing his work demonstrates that the poem, for Ahmad Hilmi, is a spiritual 

exercise. He resides in it, and it resides in him, a two-way window to his inner world. 

That said, he also lets his poems seek out an alternate spiritual space away from him. 

We find among his papers this quatrain:

�لَخْطِب �لير�� لد	  ��فى  ما  فاهللا  �لخطو� �مؤنسي       ير�عي في  صديقي 
��جهه ما شئُت ُيْمنا �يسرً)                      فيومض في فكر$ �يقطُر في قلبي

كلَّ �ليـر�ُ� مـن �لـذ$ �مليتـه                �� مـا تر�8 عن �لعيـو4 تو�2	؟
نهـا�2 �نـاَ<  ليـًال  �2هقتـه  لهر�بـه        سـتا2ً)   Cَلظـال� تخـَذ 
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I shall leave to my people as the best memorial

Verses filled with good advice

I created structures without forms

For the images of life form its structures

Even while he holds poetry in such high regard, and chooses the quatrain form, he sees 

how it limits his expression, despite the breadth of his poetic and linguistic education. 

At the same time that he critiques the poetic measures in his poems, he still abides by 

them. So when we look closer at his critique we find in its deeper meaning an artistic 

sense that is yearning for change.

When you ponder the metrical structure 

You find in it ties that chain your thinking

So destroy any such tie when you are inspired

By the most magnificent of thoughts.

This call to destroy metrical structure doesn’t ever take place in his own poems, but 

that does not negate his consciousness of the constraints structure imposes. Instead 

you find his insurrection is not against the form alone, but rather a questioning of what 

is poetry; this is when you find Ahmad Hilmi stretching to new horizons of the human 

soul, hoping to find the secrets of its existence.

Ahmad Hilmi makes clear that both the mental and the spiritual (the mind and the 

soul) are necessary components with which to understand the world. He has tens of 

poems that intertwine them together. 

It is obvious to the eye 

That God’s creation shines everywhere 

Praise be to the one who created with wisdom all that exists

The mind and the soul bear witness to its light

There is a time in life when the soul awakens ones’ inner determination. For Ahmad 

Hilmi, his toughest times came during the long months of his exile on the Seychelles 

Islands; but he does not discard these dregs of his life. During the 1930s in Palestine, 

the Revolt promised much for those who believed in it. One of the longer poems of 

Ahmad Hilmi comes from this period, in January of 1938. He writes that they arrived 

at the Seychelles, and “the British authorities allowed me and my companions to get 

off of the small steam ship and with armed guards walk around the island, amusing 

ourselves despite our exilic status.” He penned the following verse on the subject:

Eِعامـر� بالمو�عـظ  بيوتـًا  Gكـر	       خيـر  لقومـي  سـأتركها 
نظمـُت عقوKهـا مـن غيـر ِسـلٍك        �4L عقوKهـا صـو2ُ �لحيـاِ)
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Recalling a walk on the island allowed us by our jailors 

As the sun edged towards setting and rest.

We had arrived through waves at night by steamship

Sans sails and rebelling against traditional sailing

Fighting the waves, never tiring,

Even if the waves imitated mountains.

A tall tree dancing with the winds, playfully

Shows you ecstasy and provides you with comfort.

On the branches’ edges sit white pigeons

That have acquired beauty from the morning

At the end of the poem, he sees a dove on a branch which he addresses:

You remind me of my homeland 

And my house of beloved people

You one so adorned 

Have reopened my wound

We can read in his vocabulary a defiant soul which, despite being oppressed, does not 

allow him to close his eyes to beauty. Ahmad Hilmi is still able to see beauty, but it is 

a beauty that refers back to something known. The loveliness of the present in exile in 

the Seychelles and the loveliness of what has been lost in Palestine derives from the 

grief which floods his being. Acknowledging this beauty, even in exile, is a sign of his 

humanity, spitefully guarding it against the vision of the oppressor, while maintaining 

his homeland within him. This idea of homeland, or a place of strong emotional bonds, 

recalls the history of the Arabic poem [qasida], which is tied to the collective spirit 

of Arabness, from the first moment of standing on the ruins [al-atlal] in pre-Islamic 

poetry22 to the well-known poem by Ahmad Shawqi:

Two birds in the Hijaz, came unto a garden

With trees, but without dew and unremarkable

Whispering to each other in the dawn on the branches of the trees.

The passing wind from Yemen greeted them and said 

“You are two pearls in a ghastly container.”

I have seen around Sana’ and the shade of ‘Aden,

Luxuriant trees so large as if from the time of Dhu Yazan

The seeds there are like sugar and the water is milk and honey 

No bird has seen or heard of it without being enthralled

Let me carry you there and we will arrive within an hour.

The wiser of the two birds said to the wind, 

“You are a traveller, without a place to call home,

Equate as you may Yemen with paradise, 

But beyond equal remains the homeland.”23
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Or in another poem by Ahmad Shawqi: 

Although I might be preoccupied whilst in paradise. 

Away from my homeland,

My soul would bring me back to it. 

These same sentiments of longing for home and homeland occupy the pen of Ahmad 

Hilmi. Many years later he will write with no less pain from a place still distant from 

his homeland, but closer than the Seychelles:

Never did light bring me the sight of a beautiful face 

Without reminding me of the gazelles of my country

Oh caravan leader of camels hurrying by

You fan the flames of grief in my heart.

His language and imagery recalls the pre-Islamic poets and their use of desert animals 

and landscapes as vehicles for expressing their feelings. 

The poems of longing also allow Ahmad Hilmi to meditate on the meanings of death 

and how to live life. In some ways, his poetry seems to express hopelessness (we 

live and we die), that we are of the earth and to it we shall return. But rather than 

expressing hopelessness, I believe that his poetic vision in these lines expresses the 

need for humility. Combined with dignity, which he also frequently calls for, humility 

allows us to live fully and to die freely. 

Night tells us with clarity, 

The most articulate form of address,

That the book of life is shut tight each day 

Neither content nor comment remain

Ahmad Hilmi tells us quite bluntly that death happens and nothing remains, neither the 

body nor the accomplishments of one’s life. He uses another quatrain to comment on 

those who are unsatisfied with life and not ready for the inevitable death.

I am amazed by those who complain about life and its misfortunes

But at the same time, they desire to live eternally.

If life was perpetual darkness 

You could find one who worshipped darkness perpetually

In this poem he comments on those who live unsatisfactory lives, but cling to this 

because it is what they know and thus they only want more of the same. As long as 

humans cling to this darkness, the poet asks with passion, “might people be blind, 

generation after generation?” 
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I wish that I were alone in a deep valley

Or at the top of mountains

I have become wary of all friendships

I even dread their passing through my mind

His poem expresses his fatigue in life, and the challenges and failures of humanity. 

But in the midst of this blindness and his despair, the poet never abandons life - he 

remains its faithful son, an ally of beauty, flowers, and the earth, a companion of 

dignity and pride, a consort of all that is beautiful, despite whatever conspires to evoke 

their antitheses. 

Ahmad Hilmi’s poetry places great importance on living life with dignity and keeping 

one’s head raised high. He gives advice on this subject in verse: “As long as you live, 

never bow your head nor stoop your back.”

Ahmad Hilmi expresses that dignity should be human beings’ main priority, for 

without it, life becomes intolerable: 

Dear to you is what you want to live free

Pride protects you from what you fear

Each calamity has something to console you

But for disgrace there is no consolation

In many of his quatrains he urges people to find that living a dignified life and helping 

others to do the same is sufficient. People should refuse to be enslaved, whether to 

themselves, to others, or to material things. 

It is enough for you to find sufficiency in dignity

And live as far as possible in the goodwill of others.

What is the value of this world lit by its blessings

If you lower your head one day of existence?

For Ahmad Hilmi, human dignity is not only for the individual but is part of our entire 

human existence and a quality which we fight to protect. Freedom, as part of our 

common humanity, goes hand in hand with the freedom of our homelands. Thus, for 

Ahmad Hilmi, fighting for independence from occupation is also a fight to liberate 

humanity and the self.

Don’t be forced into humiliating deeds

Indeed, even if you taste death and ruin.

Respect is a natural characteristic of the soul 

And one for which the sacrifice is worthwhile

Palestine functions in the poetry of Ahmad Hilmi as a metaphor for much of his own 

emotions. The tyrannical sense of disappointment erases the boundaries between the 
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poet and Palestinian history as they travel the same path. If the homeland is the goal 

that a person strives for, it is natural that the person and the goal take on parts of each 

other, and thereby maintaining dignity of self and land become the same goal. This 

symbiotic tie between homeland and poet stands out in the poetry of Ahmad Hilmi. 

One line of a poem puts it most succinctly: “If you cry over the ruins [al-tulul], you 

also cry for your own being.”

And in another quatrain:

I was not weary of my life but

I saw desperation crouched on my path.

If the youth loses a homeland and becomes an outcaste

He descends into a deep well.

This sense of alienation in Ahmad Hilmi’s poetry greatly increased after the War 

of 1948 and the huge refugee crisis it created. The individual is separated from his 

homeland and both become strangers together.

Memories of home make me sleepless 

When night time comes and rests itself.

But night, do not scowl in my face

For that is all that I meet in the daytime. 

But he also cautions against closing oneself off to the world and he urges the reader to 

action, to believe, and to try:

Don’t cry over homes even if they are distant

Don’t deem yourself too good to live sleepless

The one who yearns for his homeland

Hopes with certainty that he will sacrifice for her. 

His frustrations come out in another poem, which addresses Palestine directly:

Contemplate, for this world has become dark

And Jerusalem has been plundered and divided

Jewish hands have destroyed its landmarks

So ask the Arabs, “Are you lifeless dolls?” 

Palestine functions as a source for much of the intellectual and emotional expressions 

of his rich life experience, whether they encourage the dignity of struggle or the 

despair of exile. In the later stage, post-1948, Ahmad Hilmi’s poems do not call for 

people to rise up or revolt, but they do express the emotions of exile - longing, despair, 

frustration, sadness, etc. His work borders on supplication or prayer, uniting closely 

with his writings about hope and contemplation [ta’amulat]. For him, these two 

qualities unite in one greater power which never leaves the poet’s inner soul.
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Based on both the form and content of Ahmad Hilmi’s poems, and the huge amount 
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